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Introduction
Let M be a smooth closed manifold of dimension d. We denote by R(M ) the space of all Riemannian metrics on M with the C ∞ -topology, and we let R pRc (M ) ⊂ R psc (M ) ⊂ R(M ) be the subspaces of metrics with positive Ricci curvature and with positive scalar curvature respectively (abbreviated later as "pRc metrics" and "psc metrics").
In recent years, there has been a considerable effort to study the topology of the space of all positive scalar curvature metrics on manifolds, see [2, 3, 6, 7, 16] . The results achieved so far show that roughly the space R psc (M ) at least is as complicated as real K-theory, provided one focuses on spin manifolds in dimensions at least five.
The aim of this paper is to study the space of Ricci positive metrics on certain manifolds. Very little is known about the topology of this space. It was shown in [23] that the space of Ricci positive metrics on all homotopy spheres which bound parallelisable manifolds in dimensions 4n − 1 (n ≥ 2) has infinitely many path-components. More recently, it was shown in [6] (discussed below) that for spin manifolds in dimension at least six, there are order two elements in certain higher homotopy groups of this space of metrics. We will supplement these results by showing that the space of Ricci positive metrics for certain manifolds can display non-trivial higher rational cohomology.
If M is a spin manifold, there is a secondary index map inddiff g : R psc (M ) → Ω ∞+d+1 KO, depending on the choice of a basepoint g ∈ R psc (M ) and mapping into a suitable space of the real K-theory spectrum. The map is constructed using the spin Dirac operator and the Schrödinger-Lichnerowicz formula. We refer to the introduction of [3] for an informal discussion and to [3, Section 3.3] for precise definitions. On homotopy groups, the map inddiff g induces a homomorphism
and it has been proven [3] that (1) is surjective after rationalization for each spin manifold of dimension d ≥ 6 that admits a psc metric. More recently, Perlmutter [15, 16] showed how to cover the case d = 5. The proof of these results relies heavily on a remarkable property of the space R psc (M ): a strengthening of the classical Gromov-Lawson surgery theorem [13] (see [5] and also In particular, the general approach of the paper [3] showing the nontriviality of (1) does not work when the space
Another, older, approach to construct elements in R psc (M ) which was pioneered by Hitchin [9] has the advantage that it does not require elaborate constructions of metrics of positive scalar curvature, and clearly carries over to positive Ricci curvature. One uses the action of the diffeomorphism group Diff(M ) or better the spin diffeomorphism group
For a fixed g 0 ∈ R psc (M ), there is the orbit map ev g 0 : Diff(M ) spin f →f * g 0 − −−−− → R psc (M ), and we obtain the composition
The homomorphism (2) does not depend on the choice of g 0 (i.e., the two dependencies on g 0 cancel out) and can be computed by topological means, using the family index theorem. element of KO 8r+i+1 = Z/2, generalizing previous work by Hitchin [9] and Crowley-Schick [7] .
If m = 4k − d − 1, the target of the homomorphism (2) is KO d+m+1 = Z. Then the homomorphism (2) can be computed by means of characteristic classes using the following recipe.
represented by a mapf :
, withf uniquely determined by f up to homotopy.
Usingf to pull back the universal spin-M -bundle 2 , we form the spin-M -bundle π :
with vertical tangent bundle T v E f . From this we can compute the tautological characteristic class and integrate over S 4k−d to obtain theÂ-genusÂ(f ) ∈ Q of the homotopy class of f . The AtiyahSinger family index theorem implies thatÂ(f ) is an integer and that
where a k = 1 if k is even and a k = In the present paper, we study the manifolds W 2n g := (S n × S n ) #g , the connected sum of g copies of S n × S n . It has been proven by Sha and Yang [20, Theorem 1] that these admit a metric of positive Ricci curvature, if n ≥ 2. It is known that for each f ∈ π * (Diff spin (W 2n g )), theÂ-genus is trivial, i.e.Â(f ) = 0. This follows from [2, Proposition 1.9] since the Pontrjagin classes of W 2n g are all trivial. Hence with the method just described, one cannot construct nontrivial elements in the
What we do in this paper is to prove that the rational cohomology H j (R pRc (W 2n g ); Q) is nontrivial, for some values of g, n and j. Definition 1.1. Let M be a closed manifold of dimension 2n. The genus g(M ) of M is the largest number g so that M can be written as a connected sum N ♯W 2n g for some smooth manifold N .
Let us state our main result.
Theorem A. Let M 2n be a closed spin manifold of genus g and assume that n ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Assume that M admits a metric of positive Ricci curvature. Then
(1) If n = 4q ≥ 8 and g ≥ 13, then H j (R pRc (M ); Q) = 0 for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
(2) If n = 4q + 1 ≥ 13 and g ≥ 17, then H j (R pRc (M ); Q) = 0 for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
(3) If n = 4q + 2 ≥ 10 and g ≥ 13, then H j (R pRc (M ); Q) = 0 for some j ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Even though we use the index theory of the Dirac operator, our proof does not yield the nontriviality of (inddiff g 0 ) * on homotopy groups.
Using the known constructions of Ricci positive metrics on manifolds of large genus, we obtain the following list of examples to which Theorem A applies. Note that all examples admit spin structures and are shown to have Ricci positive metrics in the sources quoted.
Corollary 1.1. The conclusion of Theorem A holds for the manifold M ♯W 2n g (for g and n as in A) if M is any manifold from the following list.
( 1.1. Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Achim Krause for pointing out a counterexample to an erronous argument in the first draft of this paper, and Manuel Krannich for spotting a mistake in the first preprint version. is injective. In particular, this means that the pull-back spin-M -bundle p * E →B satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, and we can assume without loss of generality that the base B is simplyconnected.
Associated with the fibre bundle π : E → B, there is a fibration
whose fibre over b ∈ B is the space R pRc (π −1 (b)). The construction of that fibration is as follows:
there is a Diff(M )-principal bundle Q → B such that Q × Diff(M ) M ∼ = E (there is no need to take the spin condition into account here). We define
The pullback M -bundle Π * E → T pRc (π) admits a spin structure since the original fibre bundle π : E → B does, and in addition it has a fibrewise Riemannian metric of positive Ricci curvature.
It follows (by the Schrödinger-Lichnerowicz formula) that the composition
where ind E denotes the family index map for the spin Dirac operator, is nullhomotopic. Let ph k ∈ H 4k (Ω ∞ KO; Q) be the kth component of the Pontrjagin character and let
. The cohomological version of the Atiyah-Singer family index theorem implies that
In particular, we get
In other words: the nontrivial element κÂ 
The first homomorphism ι is injective: it is induced from the injective map
of coefficient systems over B. Since the base B is simply connected, an injective map of rational coefficient systems is split-injective and therefore induces an injective map in cohomology.
Then it follows that for some 2
In particular H r−1 (R pRc (M ); Q) = 0, as desired.
2.2.
The Torelli group of W 2n g and its cohomology. We now give the proof of Theorem A. It relies on computations by the second-named author and Randal-Williams [10] (which by themselves rely on many deep ingredients from high-dimensional manifold theory, such as [19] and [18] , among other things). 
.
Clearly the inclusion Tor
of the corresponding classifying spaces. There is a fibre sequence (4) BTor
) is a certain arithmetic group, see [10, Section 2.1].
Lemma 2.2. Let n ≥ 3 and n ≡ 3 (mod 4).
) is a finite group.
Proof. This is a quick corollary of a result by Kreck [12, Theorem 2] . Kreck studies the group of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms Diff + (W 2n g ) (not just those preserving a disk) and the subgroup of diffeomorphisms acting as the identity on H n (W 2n g ), which he denotes by SDiff(W 2n g ). There is an analogous fibre sequence BSDiff(W 2n
, and the comparison with the fibre sequence (4) yields the following diagram of groups
Kreck showed that the lower sequence is exact [12, Theorem 2] , and from that, it is easily deduced that the upper one is exact as well, see [10, Proposition 2.3] . It is part of the proof of [10, Proposition 2.3] that the middle vertical map is surjective. Using the fibre sequence
) of the space of orientation-preserving embeddings of D to the oriented frame bundle of W 2n g , and the obvious fact that Fr + (T W 2n g ) is connected and has π 1 (Fr + (T W 2n g )) ∼ = Z/2, we deduce that the kernel of the middle vertical map in (5) has order ≤ 2, and hence
is surjective with finite kernel. Kreck [12, Theorem 2] shows moreover the existence of an ex-
; Sπ n (SO(n))) → 0, where Θ 2n+1 is the group of homotopy spheres which is finite by [11] and Σ is a certain subgroup, and Sπ n (SO(n)) ⊂ π n (SO(n + 1)) is the image of the stabilization map SO(n) → SO(n + 1). The values of Sπ n (SO(n)) are known (and tabularized in [12, p. 644] ), and from that table, one reads off that Hom(H n (W 2n g ; Z); Sπ n (SO(n))) is finite unless n ≡ 3 (mod 4). 
